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DAMAGE TABLE
Wounds Suffered Move Great Axe of Khorne Outrageous Carnage

0-3 10" 5 4 mortal wounds
4-6 9" 5 3 mortal wounds
7-9 8" 4 2 mortal wounds

10-12 7" 4 1 mortal wound
13+ 6" 3 1 mortal wound

✹

10
14 4+

WARSCROLL

A Bloodthirster of Insensate Rage is a force of supreme 
carnage upon the battlefield, charging forwards with horrific 
momentum to shatter entire formations with the force of its 
impact before carving a ruinous path through the survivors.

CHAOS, DAEMON, GREATER DAEMON, BLOODTHIRSTER, KHORNE, MONSTER, HERO,  
BLOODTHIRSTER OF INSENSATE RAGE

BLOODTHIRSTER 
OF INSENSATE RAGE  

MELEE WEAPONS Range Attacks To Hit To Wound Rend Damage
Great Axe of Khorne 2" ✹ 4+ 2+ -2 D6



DESCRIPTION
A Bloodthirster of Insensate Rage is a single 
model armed with a Great Axe of Khorne.

FLY: This model can fly.

ABILITIES
Outrageous Carnage: The Great Axe of 
Khorne strikes with the boundless rage of the 
Blood God himself.

If the unmodified wound roll for an attack 
made by this model is 6, each enemy 
unit within 8" of this model suffers the 
number of mortal wounds shown on the 
damage table above, in addition to any 
normal damage. 

Rage Unbound: Corpses fly as this enraged 
daemon collides with the enemy.

You can re-roll hit rolls of 1 for attacks 
made by this model if it made a charge 
move in the same turn.

COMMAND ABILITIES
Bloodthirsty Charge: The land quakes as 
this mighty Bloodthirster leads its daemon 
kin into the inferno of battle.

You can use this command ability at the 
start of your charge phase. If you do so, 
pick a friendly model with this command 
ability. Until the end of that phase, you can 
re-roll charge rolls for friendly Khorne 
Daemon units wholly within 16" of that 
model when the charge roll is made.


